To the Moon: Snoopy Soars with NASA

In 1969, Snoopy was not only the first beagle on the Moon, but the first being too, beating NASA astronauts by a few months.

Draw what Snoopy sees on the Moon’s surface and in space beyond!
To the Moon: Snoopy Soars with NASA

What are three things Snoopy might take with him on his trip to the Moon?

1. 

2. 

3. 

What would you take to the Moon?

1. 

2. 

3. 

During the May 1969 Apollo 10 mission, the spacecraft call sign for the Command Module was Charlie Brown and the call sign for the Lunar Module was Snoopy. Per NASA tradition, the astronaut crew of the mission got to choose the names!

May 1969: Apollo 10 astronauts (left to right:) Eugene Cernan, John W. Young, and Thomas Stafford hold a banner featuring Snoopy before the start of their eight-day lunar orbit mission. Courtesy of NASA.